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Public Transport Victoria partnered with the TrackSAFE Foundation,
University of Melbourne's Centre for Mental Health, Metro Trains
Melbourne (MTM) and V/Line to deliver a pilot project to test a range of
activities at four train stations – one of which was Ringwood station. In all
there were 114 activations between October 2016 and April 2017
EACH, a national social and community health organisation, provided a
snapshot evaluation of 2 events during the final months of the pilot project.

Ringwood Station – February / March 2017
Public Transport Victoria partnered with the TrackSAFE Foundation, University of
Melbourne's Centre for Mental Health, Metro Trains Melbourne (MTM) and V/Line to deliver
a pilot project to test a range of activities at four train stations – one of which was Ringwood
station.
The pilot project at Ringwood was project managed by Maroondah City Council and occurred
over a period of six months, commencing in October 2016 and concluding in March 2017. The
aim of the pilot project was to discover whether particular activities at train stations can:


Improve community members’ knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes about mental health



Create a positive environment at stations which will improve customer's well-being

Activities at Ringwood station included cultural performances, mental health awareness
events, pop-up art, giant sized games, and food related events.
Despite having been evaluated by Melbourne University for the first 3 months of this 6-month
project, there was no evaluation planned for last 3 months The Health Promotion Team at
EACH, a national social and community health organisation, offered to do a snapshot
evaluation of a couple of these events during the final months. The aim of this cross-sectional
approach was to ensure that despite limited resources for evaluation, the impact of a couple
of the activities at train station during the last three months were recorded and examined.
This evaluation involved interviews, observation, participation and lastly the interpretation of
data captured.
EACH Health Promotion supported the evaluation of two events:


A Valentine’s Day Care Package by Hungry 4 Success (an EACH hospitality social
enterprise for young people)



Victoria Police / Transit Police Community Engagement Activation

BACKGROUND
Hungry 4 Success is a social enterprise which provides educational, training and employment
opportunities for young people interested in hospitality, health-care, business management
and community development. EACH partners with Glen Park Community Centre (GPCC) and
Yarrunga Community Centre (YCC) to deliver a pre-accredited training course followed by a
business model providing both food catering and lunch delivery services.
The community project at Ringwood Railway Station was an excellent opportunity for the
Hungry 4 Success participants to demonstrate their skills and development while also giving
back to their local community. The young people involved in Hungry 4 Success strongly felt
that a presence at Ringwood Railway Station would be beneficial on Valentine’s Day. It was
viewed that Valentine’s Day can be a particularly hard day for many people and that handing
out cookies paired with messages of hope might help make a difference in some commuter’s
days. Many studies indicate relationship stress as a risk factor in lowered mood states and
depression (Zlotnick, Kohn, Keitner, Della Grotta; 2000).
Aims
To promote individual well-being and caring on Valentine’s Day, a small step towards
fostering a socially connected and inclusive community.

Objectives





To gift consumers a mood-lifting treat that showcases the skills of Hungry 4 Success
participants
To create a positive interaction and give a message of self-worth to the public on the
station, to counter feelings of loneliness or sadness on Valentine’s Day
Provide informal support links to community members who may be experiencing
psychological or social stress
Role model that individuals do not need to be in a current intimate relationships in
order to be the recipient of caring behaviour

WHAT HAPPENED
On 14 February, five members of the EACH Hungry 4 Success hospitality team, along with two
group leaders, went to Ringwood station with 300 homemade cookies to distribute to
commuters at Ringwood station. The previous day, the group had spent 6 hours baking the
cookies and individually wrapping them with messages of hope such as:
May this Valentine’s Day be filled with love and understanding as you journey
through life with those you hold dear.
The group arrived at the station at 3:00pm, split into two groups and took only one hour to
hand out all of the cookies. Some of the commuters refused the gifts, however 300 accepted
the gifts. As part of the evaluation 16 people who received the cookies at the station were
interviewed, and their responses recorded by members of the EACH Health Promotion Team.
Three of the Hungry 4 Success participants were also interviewed to get their perspective on
the highs and lows of the program.

RESULTS
Eleven males and five females were interviewed. Nine of the responders were school
students, there was one male/female couple and a mother/daughter couple and three people
were interviewed separately.
Recipients were asked:
1. What they thought of the activity
2. Was it a good idea, and
3. What did they think it meant?
All of the recipients appreciated the act of being given a cookie on the station on Valentine’s
Day. Comments from the recipients included the words:





Love
generous
nice
thoughtful

“I think it was nice and thoughtful. It was very thoughtful and really nice. I reckon it’s cute, it’s
cute yeah.”
Young female, part of couple.
“You’re being generous I guess. You don’t have to do it, it’s a nice gesture”
School Student

Recipients were asked their thoughts about the message inside the cookie. Ten of the
respondents had read the message. One school student couldn’t tell the interviewer
what the message had said as he threw it away and just ate the cookie, the other had
read the message, he could not recall what it said, but did remember that it was an
‘awesome message’.
The other eight recipient’s comments included that their message about love and
acceptance was ‘true’, ‘very good’ and ‘sweet’.
Interviewer- Can you remember what kind of thing (the message) said or what you

thought about it?
Respondent- Mine was: “To love and accept yourself as who you are, you do not need to

prove yourself to anyone or change to fit others expectations, value who you are. “ I think
it’s true. I reckon you don’t need to be anything else than who you are.
Male school student

Recipients of the cookies were asked if they had seen any other activities happening at the
station in relation to the Community Stations program and asked if they thought these
activities helped change the mood at the station.
Only one interviewee had seen another activity, food being handed out another day. Two
recipient’s commented that the new Ringwood station was a big improvement on the old
station.
It’s (the station) clean and I feel safe here, and it’s right next to Eastland
Couple
I think it’s (the station) definitely gotten better to when it was the old station
3 school boys
Three recipients commented positively on the taste of the cookies
The cookie was delicious
Couple
The cookie tastes as good as
I thought they were really good, I wanted to go and grab another one but I thought it
was too rude
Three school students

Seven people
interviewed
commented that
receiving the gift
of the cookie
makes you feel
happy. A number
appreciated the
interaction with
the Hungry 4
Success group.

It’s just nice for someone to say something to you
Two school boys
It inspires them. The cookies were the best part, they would really lighten someone’s day
up.
Three school students
It was good enough to interact with people like you
School student

CONCLUSION
The people who did engage at this event were very positive. They resoundingly spoke
of Ringwood station as a safer and cleaner place to be now, and how they felt the
activity was fun and made the station feel friendlier. They appreciated the cookie and
the message.
Aim / goal
To promote individual wellbeing and caring on Valentine’s Day and raise awareness of
relationship related sadness or loneliness.
Goals are broad, clear, and aspirational statements. This goal is exactly that, broad and
aspirational. It might have been better to have the overall aim/ goal as:
Using activities at the station to connect with people on Valentine’s Day, that foster a more
social, inclusive and connected community.
Because goals are broad, intended objectives need to be articulated in order to make the goals
specific and to describe what the goals actually mean. See the project objectives below in
black and post project evaluation comments in green below.

Objectives





Gift consumers a mood-lifting treat that showcases the skills of Hungry 4 Success.
Provide positive messages of self-worth on 14 February 2017 aimed at countering
feelings of loneliness commonly experienced on Valentine’s Day
Provide informal supports links to community members that may be experiencing
psychological or social stress.
Role model that individuals do not have to be in a current intimate relationship in
order to display or be the recipient of caring behaviour.

The objectives above differ from achievable and measureable objectives which can be
observed and therefore measured, to more aspirational aims/goals which are broad and not
measureable in the context of a one off interaction on the station. A recommendation for the
future is to make the objectives something which can be observed, something which is less
broad and more specific, for example:
To create a moment of positive interaction between the public on the station and young
people on Valentine’s Day, thorough young people gifting 300 cookies with a message of
positivity and hope.

RECOMMENDATIONS


Some people were not aware that there was a message of hope or positivity inside the
cookie wrapper. In future some thought could be put into making sure this important
message is not missed.



Several signs at the station pre-advising of ‘tomorrows’ activity at the station would
help people to be more receptive of the people running the activation.



Planning and discussion on how to make giving away the cookies more interactive.
Many of the cookies were handed out with little interaction between the giver and the
receiver.

VICTORIA POLICE
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
ACTIVITY

Victorian Police Community Engagement Activity
Ringwood Station
14 March 2017

BACKGROUND
Overview / Purpose


To hold a fun and positive community engagement activity with Victoria Police Transit
Division and Maroondah Pro-Active Policing Unit and commuters



To promote Ringwood Station as a safe and positive place to be



To promote the Victoria Police role as more than that of enforcement



Maroondah City Council is assisting by programming supporting activities for this
event including music, gelati cart and yard games



Victoria Police, a band and Council’s Youth Services team to facilitate yard games from
3-5pm.

WHAT HAPPENED
At 3pm on 14 March 2017 approximately eight police officers, a band, gelati cart staff, and
staff from Maroondah Youth Services, Maroondah City Council and EACH came together to
create a fun community engagement activity at Ringwood Station. This activity was an
opportunity to engage with school students, commuters and the public in general. Giant sized
games were positioned on the forecourt of the station and included a giant chess board and a
giant Connect Four. The Police started giving away the soft Community Stations stress trains,
the band started up and the gelati stand started serving. It was so hot so the standout of the
day, probably even without the hot weather, was the gelati cart. Queues happened within
minutes of the gelati cart opening! The queue was always 5-10 deep, for a couple of hours at
least.

METHOD
The evaluation method for this activity was participant and non-participant observation. As
part of the evaluation 5 people at the station were interviewed (3 community members & 2
Police Officers) by a Senior Health Promotion Officer from EACH, and their responses
recorded and transcribed. It was important to get the perspective of both the public and the
staff who worked on the activity. The health promotion officer also reflected on the activity
as a participant, observer and interviewer and recorded these experiences.

“The advantage of observing, participating and doing interviews
at this activation meant that I could watch people’s interactions
and routines, experience the activities first-hand and then ask
people about their experience. It was an insider / outsider view of
the activation, which allowed the analysis of the activity to be from
more than one perspective.” Health Promotion Officer, EACH.

RESULTS
A total of five people were interviewed with a voice recorder. One Police Officer and four
members of the public were interviewed. Two of the responders were male school students,
a male in his 70’s, a woman in her 40’s, and a Police Officer.
Recipients were asked what they thought of the activity, was it a good idea and what did they
think it meant? All of the recipients appreciated the activity.

Respondents were asked what they thought of the activity on the station:
I reckon it was absolutely fabulous. A lot of work has gone into it. I give top marks to Maroondah
Council for doing this. The wow factor. I would give it 10 out of 10. Costumes were brilliant.
Audience participation was great and the way they interacted with the public was excellent. To me
this is a real dinky di, true blue Australia Older male
Made it seem really inviting. Felt like a nice area. Male school student
I love the music. I love to dance. Female in 40s
I think it’s fantastic. We are getting in amongst the community and putting a face to Victoria Police.
The feedback is that the public absolutely love what is happening here today and they want to see
more. Male Police Officer

Respondents were asked what they thought of the new station upgrade/
safety on the station precinct:
It definitely looks a lot better than it used to, a lot cleaner, safer, it’s definitely improved. There is
always PSO’s or cops around here late at night or even just during the day. Male school student
I reckon Ringwood is getting to be a lot nicer – Male school student
I like the new station. I didn’t like the old station. Female in 40s
It’s good that the community are getting back to us and saying that they feel safe. That’s our role
today, to make sure that people are aware that Ringwood is not as bad as people think it to be.
Male Police Officer

Respondents were asked what they thought of the Police being involved in
the activity
Yeah I was wondering. I was thinking is something about to kick off. It’s a bit weird but I guess
that’s good. Male school student
What are they doing here that’s what I want to know (interviewer explains) oh ok well they do a
great job and work hard so it’s good they are here socialising. Female in 40s

A reflection by the Health Promotion Officer from EACH, on
conversations with Police Officers after the activation.
I spoke with several of the Police Officers on the day of the activity. I probably spoke with the
officers who were the most engaged with the public and their comments about the afternoon
were overwhelming positive. There were comments about what a great opportunity it had been
to engage with the public in a positive way. There was one officer who spoke of taking down a
person’s number is order to do a referral for services, another who spoke of the opportunity to
speak to a Nepali guy who had recently moved to the area and was very impressed and surprised
to see such wonderful activities happening at a train station. There was a comment that it was
good for people to see that Police don’t just arrest people and take them away. “It’s good that
they to see us in this role of giving away free ice-creams or giving away free toys. Its great fun.” I
didn’t get a chance to speak to all of the Officers and some did stay in their groups and not
engage with public as they could have done. I think it would have been great to have had the
Police in more active roles in this activation, in order to maximise their engagement. The Police
serving the ice-creams would have been a great idea. If it hadn’t been so hot then the public
might have been more inclined to play a giant sized game with them, but it was 35 degrees…
Senior Health Promotion Officer, EACH

DISCUSSION
Despite the heat this activity produced a significant number of extremely positive
engagements which made it worthwhile. Unsurprisingly, given the heat, the primary
engagement was with the gelati cart. The school students couldn’t believe their luck and this
often led to further engagement with one of the staff from Maroondah Council, Maroondah
Youth Services, Police Officers or the EACH Health Promotion Officer.

There was significant commentary from the community about how improved the station
precinct is, how they feel safer, it is cleaner and generally more welcoming and with activities
like this, more friendly.
It did seem that people were initially confused by the Police presence. Those who did engage
were happy to hear the reason and were really supportive of it. Those who we didn’t engage
with Police or the interviewer may have been confused by the Police presence. From the
comments of those we did speak to, it is likely that they felt the Police were there for negative
reasons. In future therefore it would be good to have the Police in an active role to avoid any
such confusion. If they had been working behind the gelati cart or playing or singing in the
band then the public would have been very pleasantly surprised and automatically engaging
with the Police.

CONCLUSION (Police Activity)
The word map below is a visual representation of the most commonly used words used by
community members who agreed to be interviewed at this event. It is a clear demonstration of
the positivity behind not only the event on that day, but also Ringwood station every day.

WERE OBJECTIVES MET?
Purpose / Objectives






To hold a fun and positive community engagement activity with Victoria Police Transit
Division and Maroondah Pro-Active Policing Unit and commuters
To promote Ringwood Station as a safe and positive place to be
To promote the Victoria Police role as more than that of enforcement
Maroondah City Council to assist by supporting activities for this event including
music, gelati cart and yard games
Victoria Police, a band and Council’s Youth Services team to facilitate yard games from
3-5pm.

The people who did engage at this event were very positive indeed. They resoundingly
spoke of Ringwood station as a safer and cleaner place to be now, and how they felt the
activity was fun and made the station feel friendlier.

RECOMMENDATIONS


A significant percentage of the community assumed initially that the Police presence
was for a negative reason. Future activations involving Police requires more planning
in order to ensure Police members are leading a fun activity which makes them stand
out from their normal role, such as serving gelati behind the cart. Something which
brings a human face to Policing. Something funny, active or engaging. This stops
community members thinking there is trouble on the station, which is effectively the
opposite of the intended impact. The best way would be for the event to be Police led,
in terms of they come up with the idea and the rest of the group work with them to
make it happen.



The giant games were great but the weather impeded play. Perhaps planning these
type of events for later in the year and perhaps on the train platform as people are
more likely to play while they are waiting for the train.



Future team members on the station could be station staff. They could organise their
own activity so that they run it. It would be a great opportunity for the public to meet
the staff and for them to create relationships with the community.



Several obvious signs at the station pre-advising of ‘tomorrows’ activity at the station
would help people to be more receptive of the people running the activation.



Sustainable future funding in order to make all of the above possible.

Overall Conclusion
This snapshot evaluation looks only at two events, which were surrounded either side by many
others. This document only focuses on these two events.
The Train Station as a Setting for Community Work
The Valentine’s Day Hungry 4 Success Activation and the Police Activation were both a great
success. The strongest finding was the strength of the train station as a setting for community
development / health promotion work. The evaluators at these two events captured repeated
observations of lifted mood, including smiles, positive interaction, authentic and genuine surprise
at something so positive at the station, and gratefulness. Some people were not open to any
activity, which is not to say that it didn’t still have a positive impact, however if there is no
observable interaction it is difficult to measure the impact of the activation on those people.
Activations for Community Connection
Research shows that relationships and positive interaction are one of the most protective factors
in the determinants of health and well-being. These events were designed to engage where
possible and despite them not always working, it was an opportunity to test how to move from,

for example, an art activation or a simple presence on the station, to an engaging community
activation.
Aims and objectives.
The aims were:


Improve community members’ knowledge, beliefs, and attitudes about mental health



Create a positive environment at stations which will improve customer's well-being

Future projects in this space should include evaluation at the project planning stage. Desired
outcomes should be articulated clearly and be in order to make the broader goal specific.
Without and measureable outcomes it is difficult to measure success and where
improvements need to be made.
A one off interaction on the station is hard to measure especially as we don’t get a chance to
speak to everyone. A recommendation for the future is that the outcomes can be measured by
observation or conversation. The desired outcomes should be Specific, Measurable,
Attainable, Realistic and Timely (SMART). This often means dialing down the outcomes from,
for example:
From: Providing positive messages of self-worth to counter feelings of loneliness
To:

Providing positive message of self-worth to create positive interactions on the
station (conversation or smiles)

Finally
These two community activations captured an important message. The environment of
Ringwood station has improved. The evaluation demonstrated that the community feel that it
is a nicer, safer, and cleaner place to be.
Aims are broad by design and very difficult to prove in a small community project. While we
cannot prove we achieved the overall aims of ‘improved customer well-being and knowledge
and attitudes about mental health’, we have demonstrated a step towards it, which is that
people feel the station is a more positive place to be. That is, it is friendlier. We assume or
hope that this adds to the big picture improvement, the overarching aim.

